Every Child, Every Chance, Every Day

Principal’s Report
We have enjoyed three wonderful, complete terms of learning,
growing and connecting with our treasured community
members. With some manageable hiccups (such as needing to
cancel a portion of the Junior Swimming Program due to a
shortage of swimming staff) we still enjoy the time spent
together with increasing normality.
The many additional opportunities that Hughesdale Primary
School has fostered over the years have also returned with
increasing regularity. Over the weekend I had the very proud
opportunity to watch two groups of HPS students participating
in the Victorian State Schools’ Spectacular. I wish to express my
appreciation to Ms Annie Wylie and Ms Gretel Holmes for
supporting the Mass Choir group, as well as Miss Amy Mulcahy,
Mrs Sharon Amiet and Ms Elisha Park for supporting the Mass
Dance group. Being a part of the cast for this large scale
production is a unique experience and would not be possible
without the support of this team of staff. The smiles on the
faces of the children was magical and deeply enjoyed by us all.
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can be purchased through Try Booking with the following link
(please note that students performing do not need a ticket).
https://www.trybooking.com/CBYPZ
Later in Term Four (with the date still to be set) we will be
holding our Community Night where all children are given an
opportunity to be part of a class item, performed for us all here
at school. Please stay tuned for further details.
We received our NAPLAN results this term and I am so
incredibly proud of the achievement demonstrated by our
students. All results continue to be strong with our Year 3
Reading results demonstrating standout achievement. While
NAPLAN results are only one source of student achievement
data, they do provide the school with information about trends
and patterns in the learning of our students, which in turn is
triangulated with additional sources such as PAT testing and
teacher assessment data. Trends and patterns inform our
Annual Implementation Plan and teacher Professional Learning
so that we can continue to provide exemplary learning
opportunities for your children. Thank you to the parents who
have completed the Parent Opinion Survey, which is another
important source of information for our school that informs
strategic direction and learning. If you are yet to do this and
would like to do so, it remains open until Friday 16th
September.
The survey is conducted online, only takes 20 minutes to
complete, and can be accessed on desktop computers, laptops,
tablets or smartphones. The online survey will be available in a
range of languages other than English. These include: Arabic,
Vietnamese, Simplified Chinese, Chin (Hakha), Hindi, Japanese,
Somali, Turkish, Punjabi and Greek.
The link to the survey is https://www.orima.com.au/parent
The school and campus names you should select for our school
are:
 School Name: Hughesdale Primary School

To expand upon the Performing Arts opportunities available to
all students, we have our Kindness Koncert rapidly
approaching, scheduled for Thursday 13th October at the Besen
Centre. This concert is for all students in Years 3 to 6 and tickets

 Campus Name: Hughesdale Primary School
 Our unique PIN number (for Hughesdale Primary School) is;
317014

HOW TO CONTACT THE SCHOOL
SCHOOL 9570 4808 OSHC 0423 940 728
www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au email: hughesdale.ps@education.vic.gov.au

Past Hughesdale Happenings can be found
on COMPASS in Community under
School Documentation

Our Year 4 students attended Camp this Term, and our Year 3,
5 and 6 students will be heading off on overnight adventures
in Term Four. The Year 2 sleepover was able to run for the first
time since 2019, as were our swimming programs with all year
levels being given an opportunity to participate. To facilitate
these programs, please note the following arrangements for
the end of Term 3, and beginning of Term Four.
Term Three
Last Day Friday 16th September - 2:30pm finish time.
Camp Australia program will commence from 2:30pm on this
day - bookings are available and recommended if you would
like to use this service.

the first week of Term Four will be leaving on
Monday 3rd October. Students need to be at
school by 8am for an 8:30am departure.
Farewell
I am experiencing mixed feelings as I share
some staffing news with you all. This is the
last week at Hughesdale Primary School for
Mrs Amanda Breeden-Walton. We are so excited for her and
the Wantirna Primary School community where she will be
commencing as their Principal from the beginning of Term
Four.

Amanda has worked in numerous positions at Hughesdale PS
since 1996. She has been our Assistant Principal for the last 6
years and has led Student Engagement and Wellbeing teams
Later finish time for FC & FD who will not return from the pool with great passion over this time. Her contribution to our
until around 2:45pm
school has been tireless and will always be appreciated.
Term Four
I know you will all join me in sending warmest wishes with
First Day Term Four Commences on Tuesday 4th October
Camp Australia is available over the school holidays as well as
on Monday 3rd October which is a Curriculum Day for
Hughesdale Primary School students (student free day).
Our Year Six students heading off to camp at Marysville during

Amanda as she embarks upon this next chapter, she will be
missed by our entire community.
Warmest Regards,
Lisa Gough
lisa.gough@education.vic.gov.au

Principal Awards
Nived and Baylen from 2B shared their mathematical thinking when
learning about multiplication and division.
Madison and Arisah from 4B shared the chatterboxes they created to
consolidate French vocabulary.

Assistant Principal’s Report
AMANDA BREEDEN-WALTON
Wellbeing and Daily Organisation

Learning Shared with me

Thank you and farewell

Caitlin and Tristan shared
their letters to Aribri camp
asking questions about the
camp site and what they
have to offer.
ThinkUKnow Presentation

As Lisa has just announced, I will be leaving the amazing
school community this Friday. As a flurry of emotions and
memories flood through me these next few days, I would like
to thank the community for their amazing support over my
time and Hughesdale.

I often say Hughesdale Primary School is in my blood, it gives
me life and keeps me striving forward. From starting as a CRT,
filling short term contracts before moving on to various other
schools, then returning to Hughesdale in an ongoing capacity
Graeme was extremely knowledgeable on topics including self then pausing for some Parenting leave, - Hughesdale kept me
coming back. It really is a special place.
-generated child abuse material, online grooming, imagebased abuse, sexual extortion, and importantly encourages
I will miss the beautiful student and community in which I
help seeking behaviour.
have got to know over the 2 decades of my time here. I look
forward to staying in contact and attending events and
For those families that were unable to attend, I shall send
celebrations in the future.
home an information booklet to the community this week.
Thank you to all families
who attended the
ThinkUKnow presentation last Thursday evening.

Can you offer assistance?

Finally, thank you and farewell,

If there is anyone in our community who may be able to assist
a family to get their child to school and back (pick up
near Poath Rd, past Willesden Rd (Hughesdale train station),
please contact Lisa Gough, so she can then put you in contact
with the family.

Amanda Breeden-Walton
amanda.breeden-walton@education.vic.gov.au

Assistant Principal’s Report
AMANDA SEACH
Curriculum and Pedagogy

Fabulous French
There is much excitement and enthusiasm across the school
with the new French Program this year. Madame Watson is
engaging all of our learners in stimulating classes that are
developing students' understanding of the French language
and culture. Even our youngest learners are able to formulate
and write sentences in French! Here is Emmet and Matthew
from FC with their French sentences declaring their names
and that they like ice cream!

mathematicians. It's been interesting to listen to others
thinking about solving problems and incorporating that with
my own thinking. When we log on early the teacher gives us
a puzzle and I enjoy this challenge to start the morning. Vasileios 5B
At the start of term when I found out I was going to do VHAP
I really wondered what it was going to be about. I was really
excited. On Tuesday mornings I go and work with Emily and
Vasilis and we log onto our virtual lesson with other students
from different schools. We get to share our ideas and
strategies and I have learnt a lot of maths. It has been a
wonderful experience. - Talia 5C
I really enjoy VHAP and the fun online sessions on each
Tuesday morning. It’s great that we connect with students
from other schools and the teacher is very helpful. He reexplains concepts and makes things clear. He also notices
when we know things and moves on or slows down when we
are not sure. - Emily 5B

Bring Your Own Device - BYOD

Mathematicians

The Hughesdale Primary BYOD program began this term and
we have seen a steady uptake from students mainly in years 5
and 6. The introduction of this option for learners aims to
create a sustainable model for a 1:1 device program. Digital
literacy skills are essential for our children to be successful in
the 21st century and we believe we will be better equipped to
develop these with an increased access to devices. The
introduction of the program will enter its next phase in Term 4
with the introduction of Year 3 students.

This Term three of our Level 5 students have enjoyed
stretching their capabilities as participants of the Victorian
High Ability Program in the area of Mathematics. Please enjoy
2022
this piece about their experience.
Year 5 & 6 From Term 3 students may bring a device
purchased through the portal or a family-owned device to
school.

Year 4 From Term 3 devices purchased through the portal
may be brought to school.
Year 3 From Term 4 devices purchased through the portal
may be brought to school.
Foundation, Year 1 and Year 2 Personal devices should
remain at home. The BYOD program does not apply.
If you would like to read more about the Hughesdale BYOD
Program please access the BYOD Handbook via Compass,
found under BYOD in School Documentation. Please email the
school hughesdale.ps@education.vic.gov.au with any
questions.
We are all in grade 5 and would like to share with you our
perspectives about the Maths High Ability Program we have
been participating in this Term.

Kind regards
Amanda Seach
amanda.seach@education.vic.gov.au

I was very interested to see what I was going to be learning
in this new program. I have had fun working with all of the
different mathematicians. Our teacher calls us

Choir

Dance

Term 3 Week 5 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

3A

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Danny Le

Respect
Teamwork
Personal Best
Resilience

Reasons


For making positive choices in the school yard at recess and
lunch times.
 For always striving to produce your personal best work.


Angus Major

Respect
Teamwork

Ben Kato

Personal Best
Respect
Gratitude

3D

Annabelle Physick Alvarez

Respect
Resilience
Personal Best

PE

Evie Vaughn

Respect
Personal Best
Gratitude

PA

Luke Holland

3B

3C

Personal Best
Teamwork

For being a kind and compassionate member of 3B. You are
always striving to give the best of yourself to your work and
those around you.
 For encouraging your classmates and assisting them when
needed.


For the excellent manners you show every day when thanking
those around you.
 For being an extremely kind person.
 For spreading happiness by making others laugh.


For always trying to do her best work.
For always being focussed on her learning.
 For being respectful and kind to others.
 For bouncing back when things get a bit challenging.




For always using her exceptional manners and showing
gratitude in Physical Education.



For always doing his best work and asking insightful questions
For being respectful, generous and kind to his peers in
Performing Arts group work





Eli Vekas

Resilience
Personal Best

4B

Kiki Li

Respect
Resilience
Persona Best

4C

Swarnav Das

Gratitude

4D

Yash Parab

VA

For showing resilience when persisting with learning to
complete your circle weaving
 For your enthusiasm when trying out your ideas and new
techniques in Visual Arts


5A

5C

Personal Best

Finn Lillingston

Personal Best

Taylor Wilson

Teamwork
Resilience

For showing care and empathy towards your friends
For giving your personal best and focussing during your
learning time
 For thoughtfully expressing gratitude to others when they help
you




Swarnav is a very polite and respectful student who always
takes care of his, his peers’ and the school’s property.



For showing great enthusiasm during our chance and
probability unit. He has been doing his Personal Best in every
activity.



Finn always tries his best in all elements of school life, he has
returned to school ensuring that he is concentrating and using
his class time well. He always wants to put his best foot
forward and make himself and his teachers proud.



For working effectively with a range of peers during writing
and reading tasks. Taylor should also be proud of the way he
maturely manages challenging tasks and works with different
group members throughout the course of a week.

Term 3 Week 5 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

6A

Kirby Rooney

Resilience
Personal Best
Respect

Reasons




6C

Camden Mattinson

Personal Best

Bouncing back after illness
Setting a fantastic example for his peers
Excellent planning and researching when writing his biography
on Queen Elizabeth. It was fantastic to see you so invested in
the task.

Term 3 Week 6 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

3A

Saanvi Kashyap

Personal Best
Respect

3B

Frankie McCausland

Personal Best
Respect

Skye Wellington

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect



3C

Respect
Teamwork
Personal Best



Reasons


For always trying your personal best and consistently
producing high quality work.
 For being a respectful member of 3A.


3D

Rijker Nadji

For being a welcoming and helping member of 3B when
someone new joins our class.
 For always taking on board feedback and implementing new
learning into her work.
For trying your personal best in all tasks.
For being a kind and caring friend to all.
 For working well in group tasks and helping others.


For always trying really hard to do your best work.
For being respectful and speaking nicely.
 For playing fairly with others and being a good sport.
 For bouncing back when things get a bit challenging.




4B

Madi Payne

Respect
Gratitude
Personal Best

4C

Alexander Franke

Resilience

4D

Anthony Villegas

Personal Best
Resilience

5A

Christina Berte

Personal Best

5C

Dimitri Grosios

Teamwork
Respect

6A

Sofia Karagounis

Personal Best
Respect

For showing care and empathy towards your peers, making
sure they feel included and have someone to play with
 For giving your personal best and focussing during your
learning time
 For showing resilience through asking questions and seeking
help when needed


Alexander has demonstrated the effective use of strategies to
avoid becoming upset things that are within his control.



For approaching all his learning with a positive attitude and
demonstrating resilience when faced with challenging tasks.



For working hard during our Fractions unit in numeracy. She
showed her personal best during her post test on Essential
Assessment when she persisted through some challenging
questions.



For working effectively with a range of peers during reading
and numeracy tasks. Dimitri will also be trusted by his teacher
to undertake important classroom tasks.



Always displaying spectacular manners
 Giving her personal best to every task

Term 3 Week 6 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

6B

Lucy Hatzimihelakis

Personal Best
Respect
Teamwork

6C

Arrsh Patel

Personal Best

Reasons


For being a thoughtful and caring companion to someone in
need this week.



Incredibly high results on his Financial Maths learning task.
Congratulations – a brilliant effort!

Term 3 Week 7 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons


3A

Dash Robinson

Teamwork

3B

Jenson Lee

Personal Best
Respect

3C

Nimish Prabhuzantye

Teamwork
Personal Best

3D

Rose Hopkins

Respect
Teamwork
Personal Best
Resilience

4A

Zara Priest

Teamwork
Resilience

For your knowledgeable contributions to classroom
discussions.
 For working cooperatively with your peers on learning
activities.


For always following school rules and doing what is asked of
him.
 For the dedication he shows to learning new concepts, putting
in his full effort each day.



For working well in a group to achieve a common goal.
For being a fantastic laptop monitor and assisting those who
experience technical issues.



For displaying excellent focus on your tasks.
For participating enthusiastically in group projects.
 For bouncing back quickly after challenges.
 For being kind and thoughtful to others.




For displaying team work and resilience during camp activities



4B

Violet Clements

Personal Best
Respect
Resilience

4C

Chrissie Agiazis

Personal Best

4D

Zoe Zhao

Resilience
Gratitude

Showing respect to yourself and others during learning time
by giving your personal best
 For being brave and resilient when you went to the top of the
giant swing
 For being supportive of your friends when they are upset and
providing comfort


For participating in all of the activities at camp, coming back
to school for the rest of the week with a smile and completing
all work to a high standard.



For stepping out of her comfort zone and trying lots of new
things at our camp



5A

Emily Scott

Personal Best

Lachlan McDougall-Love

Teamwork
Personal Best

For personal best – responding to feedback and participating
in class discussions more frequently.
 For personal best – when her table was getting distracted she
continued to work hard.


5C

For working effectively with peers to practice and revise
challenging maths concepts. Lachlan also tried his very best
during our fractions, decimals and percentages activities and
assessment.

Term 3 Week 7 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

6A

Syon Guruprasad

Respect
Resilience



Evelyn Bancroft

Respect
Teamwork
Personal Best



6B

For being a thoughtful, caring and considerate classmate who
is always willing to help out her peers.



6C

Xavier Saario

Teamwork

Showing teamwork and sportsmanship over this interschool
sport season in T-Ball. It was so fantastic to see how eager
and happy you were to participate with your team.

Reasons



Always trying in the face of challenges
Consistently showing respect

Term 3 Week 8 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

3A

Owen Lockyer

Personal Best
Resilience



3B

Claudia Coburn

Personal Best
Respect
Resilience

3C

Yasmin Solnik

Personal Best
Respect



Blake Conn

Resilience
Personal Best
Respect

Sam Decent

Personal Best
Resilience
Respect

4C

Alex Harrak

Personal Best
Teamwork

4D

Mila Bonnici

Respect
Gratitude

5A

Michael Denenberg

Personal Best
Teamwork

5C

Emily Koutsovasilis

6A

Elizabeth Osborne

Reasons



For always striving to achieve your personal best.
For bouncing back quickly from learning challenges.



3D

4B

For being a kind and considerate friend.
For always striving to achieve her best and being willing to
work hard to learn new concepts.
 For showing resilience when something doesn’t go as
planned.


For being a kind and caring friend.
For striving to achieve your personal best in all tasks.



For always being very focussed on your work.
For helping others when they need it.
 For bouncing back quickly when things get a bit challenging.
 For sharing lots of interesting facts with the class.




For being supportive of your friends when they are upset and
providing comfort
 Showing respect to yourself and others during learning time
by giving your personal best


For always putting maximum effort into every task, always
willing to have a go at challenges (positive mindset),
respectfully sharing ideas and working productively with
others.



For constantly treating all her peers and teachers with respect
and showing gratitude for each learning opportunity.



Teamwork – working well with his Cross Curricular group and
showing good collaboration skills.
Personal Best – For giving everything ago and coming into the
classroom happy each day.

Personal Best
Teamwork



For trying her very best and working effectively with her peers
to complete challenging maths activities together.

Teamwork
Personal Best



Showing excellent teamwork in hosting assembly
Giving all tasks her personal best



Term 3 Week 8 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

6B

Laksshan Janakiram

Teamwork,
Personal Best
Respect

6C

Chloe Horgan

Reasons


For displaying his personal best this week when working with
others during our Challenged Based Learning program.



Demonstrating strong organisation skills when completing her
recent Biography learning task. Chloe worked around her gym
schedule to get this big task completed wonderfully!

Personal Best

Term 3 Week 9 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

3A

Annabelle Vines

Teamwork
Personal Best

3B

James Roussis

Respect
Gratitude

Ashley Couzin

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect

3D

Sasha Hay

Teamwork
Resilience
Respect

4A

Jacob Tirant

Personal Best

Nicholas Dugal

Resilience
Personal Best
Respect

3C

Reasons



For being a kind and caring friend.
For always striving to produce your personal best work.



For his enthusiastic attitude and showing appreciation to his
peers and teachers.
 For being a kind and considerate friend.


For always helping others when they are in need of
assistance.
 For being a great listener.
 For your enthusiasm when participating in group discussions.


For always working well in groups and teams.
For helping others when they need it.
 For bouncing back quickly when things get a bit challenging.
 For always smiling and making 3D a happy place to be.




Applying his personal best to improve handwriting this term.



4B

For showing your growth mindset and being resilient when
you noticed a mistake you had made during Maths. Instead of
letting it bother you, you used it as an opportunity to learn.
 For being inclusive and helping other students when they
don’t understand something in their learning.


4C

Chris Koutris

Resilience
Teamwork

4D

Max Wellington

Personal Best

VA

Adam Kato

Teamwork
Personal Best

FR

Katania Major
Emily Koutsovasilis

Personal Best

5A

Harry Washington

Teamwork
Personal Best

For approaching all tasks this week bravely and giving
everything his best go, even when covering some challenging
concepts.
 For enthusiastically and respectfully working with his group in
practicing scripts.


For showing great enthusiasm during our measurement and
geometry unit. He has been doing his Personal Best in every
activity and has made fantastic growth!



For showing terrific teamwork by organizing the equipment
for his own table and then assisting at other tables
 For consistently displaying a positive attitude and working to
achieve his personal best


For working above and beyond what was expected, showing
initiative and helping others.



Personal Best – persisting through challenging maths tasks.
Teamwork – working with his relay team on Athletics day to
represent the school.



Term 3 Week 9 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

5B

Callum Chan

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect

5C

Jesse Saikaly

Personal Best
Resilience

6A

Sofia Chessum

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect

PE

Ruby Lancaster

Teamwork
Personal Best

6C

Cheyanne Tan

Personal Best

Reasons


For offering to help one of the Foundation students this week.
What a role model!



For pushing himself with the amount of work he completes
during writing and persisting through challenging maths tasks.



Being a kind person who works well with others, from
arranging assembly to creating inventions for Dragon’s Den



For showing your personal best by making the decision to
work with a group of students outside of your friendship
group. Your encouragement and support of your team is
always fantastic.



Some exceptionally high results on recent Essential
Assessments. A truly brilliant effort!

Term 3 Week 5 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

FB

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Anthony Yeung

Personal Best

Scarlett Horten

Personal Best
Respect

FC

Eliana Barac

Personal Best

FD

Ingrid Ong

Personal Best

1A

Ivy Caldow

Personal Best

1B

Lawson Yi

Personal Best

1C

Rohan Shukin

Personal Best
Resilience

Reasons


For working hard and listening carefully during reading
lessons. You have made sure that you are putting in your
greatest effort, staying focussed and achieving your personal
best. Keep up the fantastic work, Anthony!



For working hard on looking at the first letter when reading to
decode words, playing kindly with your friends at break times
and showing your creativity in the way you use pictures to tell
detailed stories.



For being a keen contributor during discussions in our Letter
Writing unit. It has been great to see you sharing your
knowledge of vocabulary we use when we write letters. You
have clever ideas to include for the body of the letter too.
Keep up the great thinking Eliana!



For approaching all tasks with a positive attitude. Ingrid is
always very happy and enthusiastic when participating in our
lessons which is great to see.



For the persistence you showed during our learning about
‘ed’ on the end of words. You shared your knowledge with
your peers and applied what you know to searching for words
all around our classroom. Well done Ivy :)



For confidently playing the Cello in front of the Level 1
classes. Thank you for sharing your love of music with us.
Keep it up!



For being a kind and considerate friend and classmate. Rohan
always sets an example for his classmates by always
respecting the class and school rules. Keep it up Rohan :)

Term 3 Week 5 - Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons


1D

Mutao Li

Personal Best
Resilience

2A

Maddox Cadby

Resilience
Personal Best

2B

Otto Sim

Personal Best
Teamwork

2C

Jack Hopkins

Personal Best

2D

Sehas Palliyaguruge

Personal Best
Gratitude

For trying his personal best when writing sentences. For
completing reading tasks independently and sounding out
new words.
 Working on his Maths number facts with confidence and high
accuracy.


For demonstrating resilience and determination at our year 2
sleepover. I am so proud of you and so pleased you shared
this event with us all.



For showing his personal best efforts during all class tasks.
For using his teamwork skills when helping a new student in
our class. Otto has been a lovely friend to this student and has
been including her in his friendship group at recess and lunch.





For showing your personal best in practising your
handwriting. You should be very proud for consistently
remembering to practise everyday!



For bringing positive energy to the Level 2 Sleepover that
helped lift the spirits of those around him.

Term 3 Week 6 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

FB

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Alexander Tirant

Personal Best

Jimit Bhatt

Personal Best
Respect

FC

Matty Hester

Personal Best
Team Work

FD

Adam Arsat

Personal Best
Resilience

1A

Johnny Agiazis

Personal Best

1B

Taylor Ruka

Personal Best

Reasons


For demonstrating determination and persistence during our
Writing Workshops. It is fantastic to see you showing
confidence to write new words and making an effort to write
a complete sentence in each writing lesson. Well done!



For coming up with interesting questions to survey your peers
during our Data unit, using kind words to talk to the people
around you and confidently sharing your ideas during class
discussions.



For completing your work to a high standard throughout our
Data unit in Mathematics. You have done a fantastic job
developing interesting questions and categories to survey
your classmates. You have taken great pride when presenting
your data as a graph. Keep it up Matty!



For demonstrating determination and persistence during our
Writing lessons. It is amazing to see you showing confidence
when writing your sentences and stretching out your sounds.



For trying your personal best throughout our learning about
narratives. You were able to think of creative ideas to write
about and used interesting adjectives to make your stories
exciting. Well done Johnny :)



For always bringing enthusiasm and energy to our classroom
discussions. You have also started to respond to your
classmates in a respectful and kind manner. Keep it up!

Term 3 Week 6 - Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

1C

Yash Challa

Personal Best

1D

Cohen Norder

Personal Best
Teamwork

2A

Sophie Choi

Personal Best
Respect

2B

William Wallace

Personal Best
Gratitude

2C

Annelise Koverdinsky

Personal Best

2D

Matteo Procopio

Personal Best

Reasons


For approaching tasks with a positive attitude and outlook.
Yash is very happy and enthusiastic in the classroom which is
great to see. Keep it up Yash :)



For trying his personal best when writing a story about
Collingwood and consistently showing kindness to his peers.
Cohen shared many interesting ideas during our Maths talks.



For always treating everyone with respect and putting 100%
effort into her work. It has been especially impressive to see
the effort you’ve place on the presentation of your work.
Keep it up!



For your active participation and keen attitude in Maths this
week, showing your thinking and learning about
Multiplication.



For showing your personal best in your writing. You have
worked really hard on creating your story. I can’t wait to read
your story when you are finished! Keep up the awesome
effort!



For always sharing your insightful ideas with the class and
helping your peers learn and grow with you. Your input is
highly valued by all of 2D.

Term 3 Week 7 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

FA

Sonny Firth

Personal Best
Resilience
Respect

FB

Michael Drivas

Respect
Teamwork

Class

FC

Saihaj Singh

Personal Best

FD

Serena
Sachchithananthan

Personal Best
Resilience

Josh Parker

Personal Best
Respect

1A

Reasons


For being a marvellous mathematician this week! Your
enthusiasm while collecting data was wonderful, and you
made a big effort to question lots of different people and
record your data with accurate tally marks. Fantastic work,
Sonny!



For working cooperatively with his buddy to collect and graph
data, playing kindly with his classmates and making good
choices about where to sit on the floor.



For showing so much curiosity when exploring the digraph
‘sh’. You were very clever when listening for ‘sh’ at the
beginning and end of words, during our shared rhyme and
poetry time. FC were also very impressed with the word
inquiry you did at home, building long lists of ‘sh’ words you
know! Keep up the wonderful work Saihaj!



For working hard and listening carefully during reading
lessons. You have made sure that you are putting in your
greatest effort, staying focussed and achieving your personal
best.



For demonstrating your ability to be responsible and caring
for your peers. You have tried hard to use your words instead
of actions to support your peers, and it is wonderful to see
the pride you show when you do this. Keep it up Josh :)

Term 3 Week 7 - Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)



It has been so lovely to welcome you to our classroom. You
have treated everyone with respect and kindness and have
brought energy and enthusiasm to our learning environment.
Welcome Lira



For coming in each morning with a smile on his face and
beginning his handwriting. You have shown your personal
best during maths groups and spelling. Keep it up James :)



For coming in each morning with a smile on his face and
beginning his morning maths. For writing 2 interesting stories
using excellent word choice.



For taking on feedback and applying this to his next Math
session. By doing this you were able to show your
understanding of division using groups of and arrays. Well
Done!

Respect

1B

Lira Hrechyna

1C

James Armatas

Personal Best

1D

Mitchell Lawless

Personal Best

2A

Reasons

Shawn Tang

Personal Best

Vincent Montague

Gratitude
Respect
Personal Best



2B

2C

Henry Jones

Personal Best
Resilience

2D

Sophia Wright

Personal Best

For being a happy, organised and helpful member of our
class.
 Vincent, you always keep your learning space neat and tidy
and are always happy entering the classroom each morning
with a big smile on your face.


For being more aware of how you learn best. Well done for
making sure you have the best learning possible by making
changes to where you sit and moving away from distractions.
For showing greater resilience when things don’t go to plan.
Keep up the awesome effort!



For challenging yourself in Maths by seeking harder problems
and extension tasks. I am so proud of your achievements this
term.

Term 3 Week 8 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Orlando Vega

Gratitude
Respect

Kristen Tawfik

Personal Best
Respect

FC

Johnny Carr

Personal Best
Resilience
Team Work

FD

Harrison Arnott

Respect
Teamwork

FB

Reasons


For approaching all aspects of your schooling with confidence
and enthusiasm. It is wonderful to see you come to school
with a big smile every day, and you always do your best to
make those around you smile too!



For consistently showing kindness to the people around her,
experimenting with different types of punctuation in her
writing, using her reading strategies to decode unfamiliar
words and approaching new topics with an open mind and
always trying her personal best.



For being curious and demonstrating an ‘I can do it!’ attitude,
when working on your CVC words in Reading this week. It is
great to see you applying your letter sound knowledge to
decode unknown words! Keep up the fantastic effort, Johnny!



For working cooperatively with his buddy to collect and graph
data, playing kindly with his classmates and making good
choices about where to sit on the floor.

Term 3 Week 8 - Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

1A

Name of Student

April Borg

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons


For your incredible confidence when sharing your Book Chat
with myself and your friends. You spoke very clearly and told
us lots of things you loved about your book. It was wonderful
to see you succeed and the pride you showed afterwards.
Keep it up April :)



You are such a warm and friendly member of our learning
environment and always treat everyone with respect and
kindness. Your bubbly personality makes everyone feel
welcome and included and you make us all laugh.



For being helpful, courteous and cooperative. Zach sets an
example of excellence in behaviour and problem solving.
Keep it up :) Keep up the fantastic effort!



Trying his personal best when working on his handwriting.
Showing greater resilience when things don’t go to plan.
Showing care and confidence in maths number facts.



For consistently displaying respect towards others
For always working as a team member to complete tasks in
the Art Room

Personal Best

1B

Alexander Doyle

Respect

1C

Zach McIntosh

Personal Best
Teamwork

1D

Felix Horten

Personal Best
Resilience

VA

Maximus Kourtis

Respect
Team Work





2A

Harvey
Clark

Personal Best
Resilience

2B

Gunjan Yadav

Personal Best
Teamwork

2C

Ilyanna Hatzis

Personal Best
Resilience

2D

Elliot Ponozzo

Personal Best

PE

Peter Papalexiou

Personal Best
Resilience

For working incredibly hard during all areas to catch up on
what he’d missed while away on holidays.
 For demonstrating greater concentration when reading
independently to build stamina.
 Fantastic attitude Harvey!


For your amazing growth in confidence and active
participation in class this week. We are so happy you have
joined us in 2B!



For consistently doing your personal best in all areas of your
learning. You are contributing to classroom discussion more
frequently and sharing in a more confident manner. For
showing resilience when things don’t go as planned. Keep up
the fantastic effort!



For his eager engagement in our sustainability unit and
constantly sharing his knowledge with the class.



For showing amazing resilience when things didn’t go as he
planned in PE.

